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About This Game
Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Whirlbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will
show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat
previous scores.
Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete
300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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This is a pretty fun puzzle-type game, but what really takes the cake for me is the incredibly soundtrack and the visual style.
Soothing tones combine wonderfully with beautifully colored nebulae, suns, and other celestial objects. Definitely worth it..
Nope! Horribl for rpg fans. Great for idle fans...I guess. Only combat and exploring. combat consist of bumping into the enemy
and everyones attack and damage is determined in a micro-second. No tactics really..... Great gameplay. Similar to Super Meat
Boy, but the corpses piling up makes it easier to complete sections that kick your♥♥♥♥♥too much. The soundtrack and
aesthetics are awesome. I'm really enjoying the game so far and am looking forward to completing it. I received this game in the
Monthly Humble Bundle and was very pleasantly surprised by what I received.. Worst game ever. Waste of money.. Fun game,
but paid DLC for new clans? wish i could get my $30 back for the game. Never would have purchased if i knew i would have to
put even more money into it for the newer clans.. Nice game, for this price one of the best!
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This is an excellent puzzler with a very enjoyable meditative soundtrack (the music and atmosphere reminds me particularly of
OSMOS).
I found it to be very well paced, with the new mechanics building nicely level over level. Some of the more difficult levels
consistently mess with my brain.
Puzzle\/Stealth fans should abosolutely check this out. I know the dev, have watched this game develop, and played it multiple
times at various public demos. It is truly a must play for me and should be a must play for any puzzle game aficionado!. i love
this game. As commendable as a one-man project might be, Mechanism is underperforming. Its captivating, eerie
atmosphere and music get swallowed whole by the game's own Phlegm: mildly annoying-to-gamebreaking bugs.
Achievements not unlocking after several walkthroughs, randomly clipping into the void, a chance your game might restart
when entering a new area, controller-keyboard controls displaying at the same time... the inconsistency is painfully patent.
Had it not been for the aforementioned, you could easily look past the unfavorable camera angles in closed spaces and its
vaguely developed premise. Unfortunately, as it is, this Mechanism still needs a bit more oiling to function properly.. This
game takes a lot of the elements of the original Cobalt game and makes it more accessible to casual players. It has often been
compare to CSGO, but I feel like this game has an advantage in some areas. For instance:
-One can ride a mech with a railgun in its mouth
-have a nice shield
-throw a canister of liquid nitrogen right into someone's face
-can be like Spider-Man with a grappling hook (and kill/stun people whilst swinging)
-use a time gun to teleport behind someone and kill them with a sword
-use a jetpack with unlimited fuel
-throw jars of pure radiation
-create a room full of healing sentries
-slide backwards down a hill shooting a machine gun
-and much more...
Cobalt WASD is worth your money if you are looking for a fast-paced, diverse, and downright cool 2D shooter.. If you can'
find the skins after reinstalling for example. They are in the game, you have to change her skin in the settings in the main
menu. That is the only way to access them!. Incredible experience, not really a game but very entertaining.
Great voice acting but not so great visuals (blurry in VR thanks to an old version of the Unreal engine).
Highly recommended for fans of Agatha Christie stories (the setting feels like such but has some surprises).. Good, better,
and stroger game...
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